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ABSTRACT
A compilation is presented of viral proteins containing the

NTP-binding sequence pattern, and criteria are suggested for
assesasent of the functional significance of the occurence of
this pattern in protein sequences. It is shown that the
distribution of NTP-binding pattern-containing proteins through
the viral kingdom is strongly non-random. Sequence comparisons
led to delineation of several families of these proteins, some of
which could be brought together into superfamilies including also
cellular proteins. The available biochemical evidence is
compatible with the proposal that viral proteins in which the
NTP-binding pattern is evolutionarily conserved might all be
NTPases involved in: i) duplex unwinding during DNA and RNA
replication, transcription, recombination and repair, and
possibly SRNA translation; ii) DNA packaging, and iii) dNTP
generation.

INTRODUCTION
Essentially all the main biochemical processes including DNA

replication, recombination, repair and transcription, protein
synthesis, membrane transport, signal tran-duction, and so on are
coupled to nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) hydrolysis. Numerous,
though not all, NTPases possess a common sequence pattern first
recognized by Walker and co-workers (1). The pattern consisted of
two aeparate motifs, the N-terminal 'A' site, and the C-terminal
'B' site. Subsequent atudies led to a greet increase in the
number of proteins containing aequences related to this pattern
and, not unexpectedly, to curtailment of the motif formulae
themselves (2- 7). The lateat analysis suggests that the motifs
can be beat presented as follows

<hydrophobic stretch)(G/A)xx(G)xGKS/T ('A'), and
(hydrophobic strotch)D(E/D) ('B').

The hydrophobic stretches contain at least 2 hydrophobic residues
(as defined in reference 8) out of 5 ('A'), or 3 out of 5 ('B').
The reaidues shown in parentheses occur in most, but not all,
sequences containing the pattern. However, in the 'A' motif,
either G/A in the lat position, or G in the 4th are necessarily
present, thus generating the extended ('classical') and the short
versions of this motif (reference 7 and discussion below). Where
X-ray data have been obtained, it has been shown that both motifs
usually folded in Rossmann-type bete-turn-alpha structural units,
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the N-terminal hydrophobic beta-strands being beat conserved (9-
11).The same studies revealed that the central flexible Gly-rich
loop of the 'A' site bound the phosphoryl moiety of ATP or GTP,
whereas the invariant D of the 'B' site chelated M92+ of Mg-NTP.
Similar structural organization, and by implication, similar
functional layout was suggested by secondary structure prediction
of many, though not all, proteins containing the NTP-binding
pattern (here after NTPp proteins; cf. references 7,12,13).

Previously we and others noticed the presence of the NTP-
binding pattern in a number of proteins of RNA and DNA viruses
(4,6,7,14-20). Here, a systematic survey of viral NTPp proteina
is presented. Viral proteins are attractive for such a treatise
for several reasons: (i) though numerous, viral protein sequences
are still relatively easily handeble; (ii) many complete viral
genomic sequences are known; thus it may be possible to assesa
the actual status of NTPp proteins in viral reproduction; (iii)
many small viruses have no non-essential proteina; hence, it is

almost certain that highly conserveod sequence patterns are of

vital importance (iv) preliminary observations indicated that the

distribution of NTPp proteins among virus groups was non-random

in that they are nearly ubiquitoua in aome virus classes, and
totally absent in others. There is reasonable hope that the
results of such analysis might have applications outaide
virology.

APPROACH
To compile the complete list of viral NTPp proteins, the

NBRF Protein Identification Resource database (releeae 15.0) and

subsequently published viral protein sequences were searched for

either of the two forms (extended or short) of the 'A' motif of

the NTP-binding pattern. Sequences thus extracted were screened
for the 'B' motif in the appropriate location, i. e. between the

'A' motif and the protein C-terminus. Clearly, however, due to

the looseness of both motifs their presence in a protein sequence
is in itself but a tentative indication for the query protein
having an NTP-consuming function, and the NTP-binding pattern
being crucial for this function. The problem of the relationship
between the NTP-binding pattern and NTP-binding capacity can be
depicted by a simple Venn diagram shown in Fig. 1. Three
partially overlapping sets of proteins with known amino acid
sequences are to be considered: (i) NTPp proteins, (ii) NTP-
binding proteins, and (iii) proteins constituting distinct
families delineated by sequence similarity. There is every reason
to believe that in the proteins constituting the overlap between
all three sets (designated I in Fig. 1) the residues of the NTP-
binding pattern, provided it is conserved throughout a family,
actually interact with NTP. The same can be predicted for those
proteins within the overlap between the sets (i) and (iii) in
which the NTP-binding pattern is evolutionarily conserved (II in
Fig.l). The promise underlying this notion, which is very
important, provided the prevalence of aequence over functional
information, is that the residues conserved in a protein
family are functionally indispensable. If these conserved
residues fit the NTP-binding pattern formula, this function is
very likely to be an NTP-consuming one (cf. also references 4-6).
Conversely, wherever the NTP-binding pattern is not conserved
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Fig. 1. A Venn diagram depicting the relationship between the
sets of NTPp proteins, NTP-binding proteins, and proteins
constituting distinct families delineated by amino acid sequence
conservation ('conserved prot*ins'). The overlaps between the
three sets are highlighted by hatching. Different groups of
proteins are designated by Roman numbers as discussed in the
text.

within a protein family, its presence in the sequences of some of
the members of such a family is almost for sure due to chance
(aIl). The presence of the NTP-binding pattern is likely to be
significant also in the proteins falling within the overlop
between the sets (i) and (ii), i.e. NTPp proteins with no known
related sequences (III in Fig. 1), but with purported NTP-
binding capacity. On the other hand, the overlap between sets
(ii) and (iii) is likely to serve as the source of new
significant patterns some of which might be releted to the
present one, thus leading to its relaxation (IV). Of particular
interest will be direct identification of deviant forms of the
NTP-binding pattern by analysis of statistically significant
alignments of sequences of NTP-binding proteins lacking the
presently accepted form of this pattern with those of NTP-binding
NTPp proteins. The remaining parts of the sets (i) and (ii) are
zones of ambiguity. For these zones, the significance of the
presence of the NTP-binding pattern in protein sequences remains
uncertain (V), whereas identification of functional sites in NTP-
binding proteins is hardly feasible (VI). Scrutiny of the initial
set of viral NTPp proteins allowed to place most of them into one
category, or another, and to correspondingly reveal whether the
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presence of the NTP-binding pattern was due to chance, or not.

Inevitably, however, several proteins remained in the ambiguity
zone. Thus the alignment of short sequence stretches surrounding
the 'A' end 'B' motifs in those viral NTPp proteins where the

presence of the pattern could be shown to be significant was

analyzed to derive a two new consensus patterns (one for the
'extended', and the other for the 'short.' types of 'A' motif')

including additional partially conserved residues. The new

patterns were used to search the sequences of the remaining viral

NTPp proteins. Those with good correspondence to the consensus

were tentatively included in the final list of putative NTP-
binding NTPp proteina (Va in Fig. 1).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The NTP-binding pattern was identified in over 100 viral

proteins. Those of these proteins in which the presence of this
pattern could be considered significant by the criteria outlined
under APPROACH are characterized in Tables 1 to 3. Hereafter, we

mean only this set, when referring simply to NTPp proteins. The

proteins where the occurence of the pattern appeared likely to be
fortuitous as well as viral NTP-binding proteins not containing
the pattern are briefly discussed in the respective section

below.

Distribution of NTPR R oteins among vyirus SURE
NTPp proteins are non-randomly distributed among yirus

classes (Table 1). Specifically, they are typical in dsDNA

viruses, being found in all groups for which complete genome
sequences have been reported, and in positive strand RNA viruses

where most groups have them. In the latter class, a curious

correlation between the genome size and the presence of NTPp
proteins is observed. Among viruses sequenced so far, all those

whose genome size exceeds app. 5.8 kb possess NTPp protein(s),
and those with smaller genomes lack them. This correlation

appeared to hold also for dsRNA viruses, though here the sampling
of groups with known genomic structures is too small to draw

definite conclusions. Among ssDNA viruses, some groups have NTPp
proteins, whereas others do not, but no obvious correlation with

genome size, or with any other trait could be discerned. Genomes
of negative strand RNA viruses and of retroid viruses sequenced
so far do not encode NTPp proteins, except for ras oncoproteins
of certain oncogenic retroviruses whose genes are clearly of
recent cellular origin (21). As complete sequences are available
for members of three of the five known families of negative
strand RNA viruses, and for all three families of retroid
viruses, it seems reasonable to generalize on these observations
and to hypothesize that NTPp proteins are generally not typical
of the viruses of these classes.

Interestingly, not only dsDNA viruses with large genowes
(such as T4, T5, herpes- and poxviruses), but also some of the
positive strand RNA viruses have more than one NTPp protein. In
this respect, no correlation with the genome size appears to
exist, and potexvirus genomes lying exactly on the

aforementioned threshold still encode two NTPp proteins (cf.
Table 1 and reference 19). It remains a challenge for future

studies to unravel the evolutionary and/or functional grounds for
the non-random distribution of NTPp proteins among viruses.
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TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF NTP-BINDING PATTERN CONTAINING PROTEINS

AMONG VIRUS GROUPS

No Group (femily) Host Number of Genome Number of
of viruses range senomes size, kb NTPp proteins
end prototype sequenced encoded per

genome

1 Papovaviridae
(SV4O)

2 Corticoviridae
(PM2)

3 Plasmaviridae
(NV-L2)

4 Phage P4 group
5 Tectiviridae

(PRD1)
6 Phage #29

group
7 Adenoviridae

(human adeno-
viruses)

8 Phage Mu group
9 Podoviridee

(T7)
10 Siphoviridee

AA, P22)
11 Phage N4 group
12 Baculoviridae

(AcNPV)
13 Phage T5 group
14 Herpesviridae

(HSV)
15 Iridoviridee

(FV3)
16 Myoviridae

(T4)
17 Poxviridae

(VV)
18 Polydnaviridee

daDNA VIRUSES

Mammals, N
birds
Eubacteria 0

Nycoplasma 0

Eubacteria p

Eubacteria p

Eubacteria 2

Mammals, 1,p
birds

Eubacteria p
Eubacteria 1,p

Eubacteria 1.p

Eubacteria 0

Insects p

Eubacteria p
Vertebrates, 3,p
invertebrates
Vertebrates p

Eubacteria p

Vertebrates, p
insects
Insects p

ssDNA VIRUSES

19 Circovirus Mamnmals 0 1.9 u
(PCV)

20 Geminiviridee Plants 7 2.5-5.5 1
(CLV)

21 SpV4 group Mycoplasma 1 4.4 0
22 Parvoviridee Mammals, 5,p 5.1-5.5 1

(MHVM) insects
23 Ricroviridee Eubacteria 3 5.4-5.7 0

(#X174)
24 Inoviridae (M13) Eubacteria 4.p 6.4-6.9 1
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9

11

11.5
13

19.2

28-45

38
40

49

72
80-160

121
125-172

150-400

165

200

?i

1

u

u

1
u

1

1

I
2

u
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2
2-3

u

7

4

U
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dsRNA VIRUSES

25 Mycoviruses Fungi 1,p 4.6; 3-9 O;Uii

26 Crypt.ic Plants 0 5.5 u

viruses
27 Birneviridee Animals 1,p 5.8-5.9 0

(IBDV)
28 Cystoviridae Eubecterie 1 13.4 1

(p6)
29 Reoviridae Vertebrates, 1,p 18.G-23.5 1

insects,
plants

POSITIVE STRAND ssRNA VIRUSES

30 Leviviridae Eubecterie 4 3.5-4.0 0

(MS2)

31 Sobesovirus
(SBMV)

32 Cermovirus
(CarMV)

33 Towbusvirus
(TBSV>

34 Tobacco
necrosis
virus group

35 Nodeviridee
(BBV)

36 Nudeurelie

,1 virus group

37 Luteovirus
(BWYV, BYDV)

38 Potexvirus
(PVX)

39 Dianthovirus
(CarRSV)

40 Tymovirus
(TYMV)

41 Tobeatovirus
(TMV)

42 Carlevirus
(CarLV)

43 Picorneviridee
(PV)

44 Celiciviridee
(SVEV)

45 Pee enation
virus group

46 Tobrevirus
(TRV)

47 Tricornevirid;e
(BMV)

48 Comovirus
(CPMV)

49 Potyvirus
(TEV)

Plants

Plants

Plants

P leants

Insects

Insects

Plants

Plents

Plents

Plents

Plants

Plants

insectsiv
tMewtie1s8

Plants

Plants

Plants

Plants

Pl1ants

1 4.0

3 4.0

p 4.0

p 4.0

I

0

3

3

p

1.p

1,p

p

N

0

0

1 p

3

1,p

3. p

4.5

5.5

5.6-5.8

5.8-6.3

6

6.3

6.4

7-8

7.5-8.5

8

8

8.3-10.4

9.3

9.4

9.5

0

0

u

U

0

u

0

2

U

1

I

1(2) ii

1

u

u

I

1
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50 Hcrdeivirus
(BSMV)

51 Maize chlorotic
dwarf virus

group
52 Flaviviridae

(YFV)
53 Furoviridae

(BNYVV)
54 Alphaviridae

(SNBV)
55 Nepovirus

(TBRV)
56 Pestivirus

(BVDV)
57 Closterovirus

(BYV)
58 Toroviridae

(VB)
59 Coroneviridee

(IBV)

P1ants;

Plants

Mammals,
arthropods
Plants

Mammals,
insects
Plants

1 10

0 10

6.p 10.5-10.7

1 11.3

3,p 11.7

1 12.0

Maemels 1 12.6

Plants 0 13

Mammals 0 20

Mammals,

birds
1,p 27.6

NEGATIVE STRAND ssRNA VIRUSES

60 Arenaviridae Mammals. p 10.5 u
(LCNV) insects

61 Rhabdoviridae Animals, 2,p 11.2 0
(VSV) plants

62 Bunyaviridae Mammals, p 14-16 u

(55HV) insects
63 Orthomyxoviridee Mammals, N 15 0

(InfV) birds

64 Paramyxoviridae Mammals 3,p 15.4 0
(SV)

65 Philoviridee Mammals p 20 u

(MarV)

RETROID VIRUSES

66 Hopadnavirida. Mammals, 4 3.2 0

(daDNA) (HBV) birds
67 Caulimoviridee Plants 3 7.7-7.9 0

(daRNA) (CaNV)
68 Retroviridee Vertebrates N 9-10 0

(saRNA) (RSV)

5UNNARY OF TABLE 1

Genome type Number of Number of Number of Number of

groups groups for groups groups
complete having NTPp lacking NTPp
sequences are proteins proteins
available

daDNA 18 6 11 0

ssDNA 6 5 3 2
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dsRNA 5 4 2 2

(+)ssPNA 30 20 16 5

(-)ssRNA 6 3 0 3

Retroid 3 3 0 3

Total 68 41 32 15

The classification of viruses was from references 49 and 50, with

modifications and additions based on subsequently published date.

The list of daDNA viral groups is incomplete: a number of

eubacterial, archebacterial and algal viruses which have not been

properly classified are not mentioned; for some of these viruses

partial sequences have been reported but no NTPp containing
proteins could be identified so far. Where appropriate, prototype
viruses of respective groups are indicated. The values of genome

size were from the references containing respective sequences

(see Table 2 and the list of source references at the end of the
paper), or, where sequence information was not available, from

references 49 and 50. In the latter case, the values are to be

regarded as approximate. Abbreviations: PM2, MV-L2, P4, 029,
PRDI, T7, A , P22, OX174, M13, 06, M52, respective phages;
AcNPV, Autographe californica nuclear polyhedrosis virus; HSV,
herpes simplex virus; FV3, frog virus 3; VV, vaccinie virus; PCV,
porcine circovirus; SpV4, Spiroplasma virus 4; CLV, cassava

latent virus; MVM, minute virus of mice; IBDV, infectious bursa

disease virus; SBMV, southern bean mosaic virus; CarMV, carnation

mottle virus; TBSV, tomato bushy stunt virus; BBV, black beetle
virus; BWYV, beet western yellows virus; BYDV, barley yellow
dwarf virus; PVX, potato virus X; CarRSV, carnation ringspot
virus; TYMV, turnip yellow mosaic virus; TMV, tobacco mosaic
virus; CarLV, carnation latent virus; PV, poliovirus; SVEV, swine
vesicular exanthema virus; TRV, tobacco rattle virus; BMV, brome
mosaic virus; CPMV, cowpea mosaic virus; TEV, tobacco etch virus;
BSMV, barley stripe mosaic virus; YFV, yellow fever virus; BNYVV,
beet necrotic yellow vein virus; SNBV, Sindbis virus; TBRV,
tomato black ring virus; BVDV, bovine viral diarrhoea virus; BYV,
beet yellows virus; VB, virus Berne; IBV, infectious bronchitis
virus; LCWV, lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus; VSV, vesicular

stomatitis virus; SSHV, showshoe hare virus; InfV, influenza

virus; SV, Sendai virus; MarV, Marburg virus; HBV, hepatit-is B
virus; CaMV, cauliflower mosaic virus; RSV, Rous sarcoma virus.

D*signations: NTPp proteins, proteins in which the presence of
the NTP-binding pattern could be considered significant according
to the criteria delineated under Approach; p, only partial
sequences available; u, situation with NTPp proteins uncertain
due to lack of complete sequences; N, numerous sequences
available and precise calculation is hampered by lack of a good
definition of a species.
Footnotes:
ipolydneviruses have polydisperse genomes. the exact genome size
necessary for reproduction unknown;

iithere are at least 6 distinct groups differing by genome size;
the complete 4.6 kb genome sequence has been determined only for
yeast L-A virus;
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Cgje to clessification of NTPR proteins based on segu__ge
sijiiaority ond its relationship to their structure and
functions

Alignment of short sequence stretches of viral proteins
encompassing the 'A' and 'B' motifs of the NTP-binding pattern is

preaented in Table 2. As indicated under APPROACH, inspection of
this alignment and detailed sequence comparisons (see below)
allowed refinement of the NTP-binding pattern itself (the
'consensus' rows in Table 2). First, it became obvious that the
extended and the short forms of the 'A' motif are indeed related,
and appear to be of equal predictive value. Moreover, further

deterioration of the 'A' motif seems to be forthcoming as

manifested by the striking substitution of Phe for the otherwise
invariant Gly of the GKT/S in the T4 becteriophage protein Uv8X.
One can speculate that the Lya and Thr(Ser) residues conaerved in

the 'A' motif are directly involved in NTP binding, whereas the

role of the Gly residues is structural, i.e. maintaining the
flexible loop conformation. Usually, this requires the sequence
GxxGxG but in some cases two, or even one Gly (UvsX) suffice
(Table 2), perhaps through some yet obscure compensetory changes.

Second,. preference for two negatively charged residues was

typical of the 'B' motif, with the doublet frequencies ranged as

follows: DE>DD)EE,ED. On the other hand, the second negatively
charged residue was substituted in many instances, and in one
notable case (that of bacteriophage P4 primase) substitution of
the first one was observed. Thus, ultimately, the only strict
requirement for the 'B' site might be a negatively charged
residue (though isolated Glu has not yet been observed) flanked,
from the N-terainal side, by a hydrophobic strotch with a beta-
strand forming propensity. Third, the preference for hydrophobic
residues was largely confined to specific positions in the
putative N-terminal beta-strands of both sites, and in the
putative C-terminal alpha-helix of the 'A' site (see the
'consensus' rows). Finally, an extremely wide range of variation
of the distances separating the 'A' and 'B' motifs was observed
(Table 2). As the two sites are aupposed to be 3uxtaposed in the
NTP-binding center, this implies that large domains can be looped
out in the proteins of this class. These conclusions are
corroborated both by experimental studies of several viral NTPp

proteins, and by phylogenetic analysis as discussed below.
Sequence comparisons allowed delineation of 4 vast

superfamilies, and 5 smaller groups of NTPp proteins, of which
all but one included both viral and cellular proteins (Table 3).
The criteria for delineation of these groups were that, within
each group, the proteins should constitute a contigous network
linked by statistically significant sequence similarity and

iiithe sequenced portion of the carlavirus genome encodes one

NTPp protein; however, the similarity of carlavirus genome
organization to that of potexviruses suggests that the former
also contains two such genes;
ivthe partial sequence of CrPV, an insect picornevirus, differs
very significantly from those of mammalian picornaviruses; hence,
inclusion of this virus and its relatives in Picorneviridae is
conditional.
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contain distinct highly conserved sequence stretches, in addition

to the 'A' and 'B' motifs of the NTP-binding pattern.
Superfamilies 1 and 2 each included proteins involved in

genome replication of positive strand RNA viruses and of large

DNA viruses, along with cellular helicases such as rep and uvrD

(superfamily 1), or RAD3 (superfamily 2). DNA- ts mutants of HSVI

UL5 (superfamily 1) protein mapped near the 'B' motif, supporting

the notion of its functional importance (22). Still more

convincing evidence of this sort have been reported for cellular

helicases RAD3 and uvrB belonging to superfamily 2 (cf. 7,23).

Proteins of each superfamily contain 7 conserved sequence

stretches together spanning, in some proteins at least, most of

the polypeptide chain (7,19,20,23). Conceivably, some of these

conserved segments should be responsible for the helicase

activity, and our hypothesis is that viral proteins included in

these families might be DNA or RNA helicases. Importantly,
superfamily 2 brought together proteins with the extended and the

short forms of the 'A' motif, confirming the conclusion of their

equal significance. A careful sequence comparison of these two

(putative) helicase superfamilies suggested they might be

distantly related, constituting a higher rank group (7).

Superfamily 3 is, in a sense, even more diverse, including

proteins implicated in genome replication of positive strand RNA

viruses, and both saDNA and daDNA-containing small DNA viruses

(24). Here too, the functionality of the 'A' and 'B' sites was

validated by localization of mutations of poliovirus 2C protein

conferring resistance to, or dependence on, guanidine, an

inhibitor of viral RNA replication (25). SV40 T antigen is a well

studied DNA and RNA helicase involved in viral DNA replication,

as well as in transcription, and possibly mRNA translation

regulation (26,27,27a). Antibody-inhibition as well as genetic

studies confirmed that the NTP-binding pattern-containing domain

of T antigen is indeed indispensable for the NTPase and helicase

activities (12,28,29). The holicese hypothesis is compatible also

with the established or proposed functions of the other proteins

of this superfamily (Table 3). Still, in this case it is somewhat

less warranted than for superfamilies 1 and 2 as the convincing

sequence similarity is confined to a relatively small region,

including only one highly conserved segment in, addition to the

'A' and 'B' sites, and probably comprising the NTPase domain

proper.
Superfamily 4 differs from the other three in that it

includes cellular proteins of very different functions, among

them NTPase components of numerous membrane transport systems,

eubacterial proteins uvrA which is a repair endonuclease/helicase
subunit, mutS and hexA also involved in DNA repair, recN and

recF, both implicated in recombination and postreplicative repair,

and yeast repair protein RAD50 (30-32). Viral proteins belonging

to this group are most closely related to UvrA, and at least two

of them are ATP-dependent endonucleases or subunits thereof

(Table 3).
A group of proteine whose sequences are related to that. of

E.coli dnaB protein encompasses bacteriophage primase-associated
helicases involved in duplex unwinding during DNA replication

initiation and, at least in T7, in elongation too (33,33a,34). In

the sequences of these proteins, elimination of the second

negatively charged residue of the 'B' motif should be noted.
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TABLE 2

CONSERVED SEQUENCES OF VIRAL NTPp pPROTEINS

Group Virus/ Protein N- 'A' site spacer 'B' site -C
No length

Source
reference

1 1 SV40 T
2 BKV T
3 PYV T
4 BFDV T
5 HPVIe El
6 BPVI El

4 7 P4 alpha
protein

6 8 $29, gp16
PZA

7 9 ADE2 CIVA2J

8 10 Mu 0

protein
9 11 T7 (gp193

1 A12 1 EA59
10 13 P22 gpl2

13 14 T5 D10
15 T5 D13

14 16 EBV BBLF4
17 VZV gp55
18 HSVI ULS
19 VZV gp51
20 HSV1 UL9
21 EBV TK
22 VZV TK
23 HSVI TK
24 MerHV TK
25 EHV TK

16 26 T4 (p64.03
27 T4 gp41
28 T4 gp46
29 T4 UvaX
30 T4 TX
3i T4 PNK

17 32 VV tsl7
protein

33 VV TK

10 s

o YWLFKGPIDSGKTTLAAALLE
2 YWLFKGGPISGKTTLAAGLLD
7 NILFRGPVNSGKTGLAAALIS
7 YYIFKGPVNTGKTTVAAAILA
4 CLLIFGPPNTGKSMFCTSLLK
7 CLAFIGPPNTGKSNLCNSLIH

5 FLEVTGPGGSGKSIMAEIATL

S LNFVIGARGIGKSYAMKVYPI

5 IGVIYGPTGCGKSQOLLRNLLS

4 IAVVCGNPGVGKTEAAREYRR

2 KFILOAFRGIGKSFITCAFVV

,9 IHAFIGRNGCGKTTILNGMIG
4 LVIIAARPGMGKTELALKIAE

2 TCIINGKPGFGKTILALALAY
9 VTQLIGGNGLGKSTIATVIEE

,6 AYVITGTAGAGKSTSVSCLHH
4 VVLISNAOGSGKSTCIQTLNE
11 VYLITGNAGSGKSICVQTINE
,1 VTVVRAPMGSGKTTALLEWLQ
'5 VTVVRAPMGSGKTTALIRWLR
>6 SLFLEGAPGVGKTTMLNHLKA
4 RIYLDGAYGIGKTTAAEEFLH
1 RVYIDGPHGNGKTTTQOLLVA
2 RVYLDGPHGVGKSTTAEALVA
!8 RIYLDGVYGIGKSTTGRVNAS

.4 TLRLDGGRQSGKSIAVTNFAA
11 LNVLMAGVNVGKSLGLCS'AA
0 KTLITGRNGGGKSTMLEAITF
a4 LLILAGPSKSfKSNFGLTNVS
3 LIFTYAAMNAGKSASLLIAAH
2 KILTIGCPGSGKSTWAREFIA

36 LTFFFGETATtKS7TKRLLKS

5 IQLIIGPNFSGKSTELIRRVR

26
26
26
26
24
24

27

73

57
88

52

81

435
175
97

64
502

109
132
131
69
73
8o
90

85
92
85

65
93

467

62
57

136
247
87
70

128
205
50

1 10

FLVVFEDVKGTG 229
YMVVFEDVKGTG 198
FVVCFEDVKGQI 159
FMVLFEDVKGTP 148
KIGLLDDATKPC 117
RAALVDDATHAC 124

SLIRLpDGEKWS 222

?STIVFDEFIREK 208

?VCKNAYDDLILEH 194
?IAIIMDECMENL 163
?GLVIIDEADHLG 133

?DIIIADDVEIPS 420
?GALAHDDRLDAL 66
SLVLFDEPEVHL 128
SLIMADYLGLIE 139

GTVIVDEVHHCV 251
NLLFLDEVISFI 48

NVIVVDEAGTLS 613
NVIVIDEAGLLG 643
NVIVIDEAGLLG 667
DVLILDEVMSVI 673
DVLVLDEVMSTL 670
CWILMDRHLLSA 209
KINLSDRHPIAS 206
LTLIFDRHPIAA 208
FVLVVDRHAVGP 240
LTVVFDRHPVAS 173

ILYIIDEPVKSP 145
TIIIVDYLGIVK 121
STLILDEVFDGS 50
VVVFIDSLGNLA 241
HCVFVDEAQFLK 98
?KAVIFDVDGTLA 129
?VKLAIDDRTQVV 18
?YKPVFDRIDNAL 158
?ATIIIDTNYKPV 175
?KVKLLDEGLDGK 117
?GYILYDNVVTLP 51
SVIGIDEGOFFP 89
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42
42
56'
34'
43,
42'

49'

1

16'

9

5
18

lei
19

2

6

28
9
6
71

28

5
1
21

19

45
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34 FPV TK 5 IHVITGPMF5GKTSELVRRIK 56 OVIGIDEAOFFL 89
35 ShFV TK 5 IHLI1GPMFAGKSTELIRLVR 50 EVIGIDEGOFFP 88

20 36 MSV ALl" 16 SLYIVGPTRTGKSTWARSLGV 18 IYNTVDDIPFKF 88
37 WDV ALl'' ?14 SIYICGPTRTGKTSWARSLGT 18 KYNIIDDIPFKF 84
38 CSMV ALl'' ? 7 SLYICGPTRTGKTSWARSLGT 18 QFNIIDDIPFKF 78
39 BCTV ALl 212 SIILEGDSRTGKTMWARSLGA 20 EYNLIDDLDPTY 93
40 CLV ALl 214 SIVIEGDSRTGKTIWARSLGP 20 WYNVIDDVDPHY 92
41 TGMV ALl 217 SIIIEGDSRTGKTMWARSLGP 20 EYNVIDDVTPQY 82

22 42 AAV NSI 328 TIWLFGPATTGKTNIAEAIAH 22 MVIWWEEGKMTA 152
43 B19 NS1 318 TLWFYGPPSTGKTNLAMAIAK 22 SLVVWDEGIIKS 289
44 MVM NS1 393 TVLFHGPASTGKSIIAQAIAQ 22 NLIWVEEAGNFG 223
45 Hl NSI 393 TVLFHGPASTGKSIIAQAIAQ 22 NLIWVEEAGNFG 226
46 BPV NS1 307 STLFYGPASTGKTNLAKAICH 22 MILWWEECIMTT 366
47 ADV NS1 516 CIWFYGPGGTGKTLLASLICK 22 NIIWAEECGNFG 108
48 MDV NS1 878 GMVLEGITNAGKSLILDNLLA 25 GSILFEEPMITP 244

24 49 M13 gpl 2 VYFVTGKLG5GKTLV5VGKIQ 59 ?GLLVLDECGTWF 288
50 ?GNSDYDENKNGL 297

50 IKe gpl 2 VYVVTGKLGAGKTLVAV5RIO 59 ?GLLVLDECGTWF 271
50 ?GNLTYDESKNGL 280

51 PF3 p301 1 ITLITAVPG5GKTLYAIGLTE 40 ?SLVVYDEAQQAH 227
59 ?RGPVTDERLTAM 208

28 52 06 P4 121 VTALMGATGSGKSITLNEKLR 9 ?VAEAYDELDTAV 169
40 ?FNVAVDSVRPLL 138

102 ?AILCADGNVSRT 76

128 ?APLAADTHMPSM 50

29 53 REO A2 887 CMLSLGAAAAGKSMTFDAAFQ 206 ?GSFVVDSPDVDI 163

38 54 WClMV p147 564 MSVIHGAGGSGKSHAIQKALR 46 KIIVFDDYSKLP 651
55 WClMV p26
55 PVX p180
57 PVX p25
58 NMV p186
59 NMV p26

40 60 TYMV p2O6
41 61 TMV p126
46 62 TRV p134
47 63 BMV RNA lpr

64 CMV RNA lpr
65 AMV RNA lpr

50 66 BSKV p130
67 BSMV p58

53 68 BNYVV p237
69 BNYVV p43

54 70 SNBV nrsP2
71 SFV nsP2
72 RRV neP2

60 73 IBV 'HEL'

43 74 PVI 2C

22
729
23

862
24

970
827
898
679
707
832
832
263
936
127
18o
180

276

PIVVHAIAGSGKSTVIRKILS
ACVIHGAGGSGKSHAIQKALR
PLVVHAVAGAGKSTALRKLIL
GTIIHGCGGSGKSFAIQEWMR
PIIIHGVAGCGKSTIIQKIAL
VVHFAGFAGCGKTYPIQQLLK
VVLVDGVPGCGKTKEILSRVN
FELVDGVPGCGKSTMIVNSAN
ISMVDGVAGCGKTTAIKDAFR
ISQVDGVAGCGKTTAIKSMFN
VTIVDGVAGCGKTTNIKQIAR
FELIDGVPGCGKSTMILNSCD
TGIISGVPGSGKSTIVRTLLK
LEYVKGGPGTGKSFLIRSLAD
VGIVLGAPGVGKSTSIKNLLD
TIGVIGTPGSGKSAIIKSTVT
VVGVFGVPGSGKSAI IKSLVT
VIGVFGVPGSGKSAI IKSVVT
RTTVQGPPGSGKSHFA IGLAV

118 CLLVHGSPGT.GKSVATNLIAR

32 TLDILDEYGQLP
45 SIVIFDDYSKLP
32 GFAILDEYTLDN
47 PILVFDDYTKLP
30 PLDILDEYLGGP

45 SILVIDEIYKMP
52 KRLFIDECLMLH
51 DVLHFDEALMAH
49 HRLLVDEAGLLH
48 SRVLVDEVVLLH
50 QRLIFDECFLQH
54 DRFHFDEALKVH
39 DLLIIDEYTLAE
43 QIIFVDEFTAYD
44 NTMLVDEVTRVH
45 EVLYVDEAFACH
45 DILYVDEAFACH
45 ENLYVDEAFACH
71 DILLVDEVSMLT

149
650
138
697
150

792
184
205
179
180
190
221
195
1097
188
549
540
540
221

26 GVVIMDDLNQNP 147
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75 CVS3 2C
76 BEV 2C
77 HRV2 2C
78 HRV89 2C
79 HRV14 2C
80 ENCV 20
81 ThEV 2C
82 FMDV 2C
83 HAV 2C

48 84 CPMV p58
85 TBRV p72

49 86 TEV ci
87 TVNV C1
88 PPV CI

123
123
114
118
119
109
110
99
132
162
209

CLLLHGSPGAOKSVATNLIGR
CALIHGSPGTGKSLATMIVGR
AIVIHGPPGAGKSITTNFLAK
AVLIHGSPGTGKSLATSVLAR
CVLIHGTPGSGKSLTTSIVGR
VIVLRGDAGQGKSLSSOVIAQ
VVVLRGAAGQGKSVTSQIIAO
VVCLRGKSGQGKSFLANVLAO
VCYLYGKRGGGKSLTSIALAT
TIFFQGKSRTGKSLLMSOVTK
WIYLFGQRHCGKSNFMATLDN

78 DFLVROAVOGSKSTGLPYHLS
79 DIILNGAVGSGKSTGLPTNLC
79 DILIRGAVGSGKSTGLPFHLS

Sn

26 AVVIMDDLCHNP
26 AVVVMDDLIONP
24 SVVINDDINQNP
24 SVVINDDINONP
26 EVVINDDLNQNP
28 FAAINDDLGQNP
28 FSVINDDLGQNP
29 TVVVNDDLGQNP
30 LVCIIDDIGONT
29 PFVLNDDFAAVV
28 TFFHVDDLSSVK

147
148
147
146
147
150
150
152
144
369
377

68 DFVIIDECHVND 527
68 QFIIFDEFHVLD 526
68 KCIIFDECHVHD 506

CONSENSUS 1-Itt-g--g-gks- !--18-5O2--fltde-
a t *

9 89 T7 gp4 243 VINVTSGSGMGKSTFVRQQAL 91 DVIILDHISIVV 136
16 90 T4 gp44 44 IILHSPSPGTGKTTVAKALCH 36 KVIVIDEFDRSG 206
17 91 VV NTPaseI 49 SLLLFHETGVGKTNTTvYILK 56 ICvIIDECHNFI 483

92 VV NTPaseII 39 SVLLFHINGSGKTIIALLFAL 57 SIFIVDEAHNIF 501

22 93 SDV NSI 68 TFQIVSPPSAGKNFFIETVLA 25 RVNYWDEPNFEP 761

42 94 PVM p25 22 PIVVHCVPGAGKSSLIRELLE 34 KFVVLDEYTLLT 137
52 95 YFV NS3 191 MTTVLFHPGAGKTRRFLPQOL 70 EvIINDEAHFLD 329

96 WNV NS3 187 QITVLLHPGAGKTRKILPQII 70 NLFINDEAHFTD 328
97 DEN2 NS3 187 LTIMDLHPGAGKTKRYLPAIV 70 NLIINDEAHFTD 328
98 KUN NS3 187 ITVLDLHPGAGKTRRILPQII 70 NLFVMDEAHFTD 328
99 JEV N53 188 MTVLDLHPGSGKTRKILPQII 70 NLFVMDEAHFTD 328
100 TREV NS3 193 ITVLDNHPGSGKTHRVLPELI 70 EVAINDEMHWTD 325

56 101 BVDV p125 1899 FKQITLATGAGKTTE-LPKAV 74 SYIFLDEYHCAT 1982

CONSENSUS 2 --I!----G-GKt--I---!- 25-91-ttDe

Designations. 'CONSENSUS 1' and 'CONSENSUS 2', patterns of
(partially ) conserved amino acid residues derived for the
proteins with the 'extended' and the 'short' types of the 'A'
motif, respectively; invariant residues are shown in upper case
(but see note viii); (!) hydrophobic residues; (*) residues fixed
in the NTP-binding pattern formula; unique substitutions of P for
D in the 'B' motif of phage P4 alpha protein, and of F for G in
phage T4 UvsX protein are shown in lower case.
Notes.
(i) Whero the identification of the 'B' motif could not be
verified by phylogenetic analysis (see text), the respective
sequences are preceded by '?'. In these cases, the sites beat
conforming to the derived consensus were included. Where
ambiguity could not be avoided, more then one sequence is shown.
(ii) The names of proteins which were included based only on

their good correspondence to the consensua (Va in Fig. 1) are
bracketed.
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(iii) The numbers in the first column correspond to the numbers

of virus groups in Table 1.
(iv) Source references for each sequence are glven at the end ,f

the paper under the same numbers as in the secondcC:1 lunn of tho

table.

(v) Generally, the sequences are arranged as in Table 1, i.e. by
genome size increase. However, sequences of positive strand RNA
viral proteins are grouped into three families revealed upon

sequence comparison (separated by blank rows in the table).
(vi) For VV tsl7 protein, the 'B' motif sequence shown in the

upper line is suggested by the alignment with herpeavirus
thymidine kineses and yeast thymidylate kinase (unpublished).
However, as the statistical significance of this alignment was5
relatively low, other putative 'B' sequences with closer

resemblance of the consensus are also shown.

(vii) In two monopartite geminiviruses. WDV and -3MV. the open
reading fraxes encoding the ALl'' proteins lack start codons.

The authentic aRNAs for these proteins are thought to be

generated via splicing (50a), but the exact sizes of the proteins
have not been determined (marked by '?' in the table).
(viii) Of the two insect parvovirus (densovirus) protein

sequences, one (SDV, entry 93) shows striking deviations from the

"A" site consensus, whereas the other (MDV, entry 48) fully
conforms to it. It cannot be excluded that the SDV sequence was

determined erroneously.
(ix) For gpI of filamentous saDNA phages, the 'B' sequences shown

in the upper lines fully conformed to the consensus; however,
direct alignment of the closely related protein sequences of M13
and Ike with that of PF3 (44) failed to match these sequences and
suggested alternative candidate sites which are also shown,
despite the fact they did no satisfy the 'B' formula.
(x) The boundaries of the putative helicase of IBV were
determined from analysis of putative cleavage sites in the viral
polyprotein (51).
(xi) For BVDV, the po'lyprotein boundaries are indicated as the
exact positions of cleavage sites are unknown.

(xii) The exhaustive search of the literature was terminated on

April 1, 1989; however, several subsequently published or yet
unpublished sequences also were included. Where very similar

sequences of several strains, or serotypes of the same virus
species were available, only one was included (e.g.
picornaviruses and flaviviruses); also, certain sequences of
papove-, pox-, gemini- and parvoviruses very similar to those
incorporated in the Table are not shown.
Abbreviations (not used in Table 1):
PZA, IKe. PF3. respective bacteriophages; BKV. BK virus, PYV,
human polyoma virus, BFDV, budgerigar fledgling disease virus;
HPVla, human papilloma virus type la, BPV1, bovine papilloma
virus (papovaviruses); ADE2, human adenovirus type 2; EBV,
Epstein-Barr virus, VZV, varicella-zoster virus, HSV1, herpes
simplex virus type 1, MarHV, marmoset herpes virus

(herpeaviruses); VV. vaccinia virus. FPV, fowlpox virus; 5hFV,
Shope fibroma virus (poxviruses); WDV, wheat dwarf virus; CSMV,
cassava stripe mosaic virus; BCTV, beet curly top virus; TGtIV,
tomato golden mosaic virus, CLV, cassava latent virus
(geminiviruses); AAV, adeno-associated virus, of mice, BPV,
bovine parvovirus; ADV, Aleutian disease virus; MDV, mosquitoe
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Anot-her small grc.up unites phage T4 UvsX protein and
bacterial recA proteins, strand-exchanging helicases involved in

DNA recombination and repair, and, in the case of UvaX, also in

replication (35-37). The unique substitution of the consensus

Gly residue in the putative 'A' motif of UvsX has already been

mentioned. Importantly, the direct relationship between the
sequence of UvaX shown in Table 2 end the classical 'A' motif
could be confirmed by highly significant alignment with recA
sequences (unpublished observations).

Together, these 6 groups encompass the majority of viral
NTPp proteins which all appear to be involved in genome
replication and/or transcription, in most, if not all, cases

mediating NTP-dependent DNA or RNA duplex unwinding.
Two other smell groups include two types of thymidine

kineses of which one (poxviruses and T4) is closely related to
cellular thymidine kineses (38-40), and the other (herpeaviruses)
display a more remote similarity to cellular thymidilate kinase
(41). A vaccinia virus protein with yet unknown activity involved
in virus DNA replication also could be tentatively included in

the letter group (unpublished observations). Spontaneous and
artificial mutants of HSV thymidine kineae have been extensively
explored, and mutations modifying activity have been mapped
directly in, or in the close proximity of 'A' and 'B' sites
(42,43).

Finally, the NTPp proteins of filamentous saDNA phages
involved in virion morphogenesis, whereas (for the while) having
no cellular homologs, display sequences divergence sufficient to
warrant their description as a diatinct group (44).

This brief discussion, together with the date of Tableo 3,
shows that a general correlation exists between the tentative
classification of NTPp proteins besed on sequence sisilarity end
their functional grouping. For several groups of NTPp proteins of
cellular origin, e.g. H}-ATPases and related transcription
termination factor rho, and the vast GTPase family (cf. 5), no
viral counterparts could (yet) be identified. It is of obvious
interest if this gap could be eventually filled, perhaps upon
accumulation of sequences related to those of viral NTPp proteins
which, at this stage, could not be classified (cf. Table 3).

densonucleosis virus; SDV, silkworm densonucleosis virus
(pervoviruses); WC1MV, white clover mosaic virus, NMV, narcissus
mosaic virus (potexviruses); PVM, potato virus M (cerlavirus);
CMV, cucumber mosaic virus, AMV, alfalfa mosaic virus
(tricornaviruses), SFV, Semliki forest virus, RRV, Ross river
virus (alphaviruses); PV1, poliovirus type 1, CV, coxsackie virus
type B3, HRV2,89,14 human rhinoviruses of respective serotypes;
EMCV, encephalomyocarditis virus, TMEV, Theiler murine
encephalomyelitis virus, FMDV, foot-and-mouth disease virus, type
A10, HAV, hepatitis A virus (picorneviruses), TVMV, tobacco vein
mottling virus, PPV, plum pox virus (potyviruses); WNV, West Nile
virus, DEN2, Dengue virus type 2; KUN, Kunjin virus; JEV,
Japanese encephalitis virus (flaviviruses); gp, gene product; pr,
product; TK, thymidine kinase; PNK, polynucleotide kinase; 'HEL',
putative helicase.
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TABLE 3

GROUPS OF VIRAL NTPp PROTEINS DELINEATED BY SEQUENCE COMPARISON
AND THEIR FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Viral NTPp protein Properties/ Function(s) in

group, (references) Activity viral reproduction
or organism or in the cell

PUTATIVE HELICASE SUPERFAMILY

Viral Rroteins

Potexvirus pl47,pl8Opl86 unknown
p26,p25 unknown

Carlaviru* p26 unknown

Tymovirus p206 unknown

Tobamovirus p126 NTP-binding
(52,53) protein

Tricorna- RNA 1 unknown
viridee product (54)

Tobravirus p130 unknown

Hordeivirus p58 unknown

p130 unknown

Furovirus p43 unknown
p237 unknown

Alphaviridae nsP2 unknown
(55)

Coronaviridae

Herpeevir idae

'HEL' (51)

BBLF4, Sp55.
UL5 (22,56)

unknown

unknown

1 (19,20)

unknown
unknown

unknown

unknown

RNA synthesis

RNA synthesis

unknown

unknown
unknown

unknown
unknown

RNA synthesis,
particularly that
of subgenomic RNA

unknown

DNA replication

1 MIR Rroteins

uvrD (57) DNA helicase

rep (58) DNA helicase

helicase IV DNA helicsse
(59)

recB DNA-dependent
(60) ATPase, subunit

of recBCD endo--

nuclease

DNA replicaticon

DNA replication

unknown

DNA recombination
and repair

E.coli

E.coli

E.coli

E .col i
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E.coli recD unknown, DNA recombination
(61,62) subunit of and repair

recBCD
yeast PIF DNA helicase Mitochondrial DNA

(63) replication

PUTATIVE HELICASE SUPERFAMILY 2 (7,23)

Potyvirus CI
(64)

RNA -dependent
ATPase

Floviviridee N53 (65)

Pestivirus p125

unknown

unknown

RNA synthesis

unknown

Herpeaviridee gp5l, UL9
(66)

Poxviridee

T5

NTPase. II1
(67,68)

D10

DNA replication
origin-binding
protein

DNA -dependent.
NTPases

unknown

DNA replication,
probably
initiation

DNA transcription

unknown

Yeaat
mitochondrial
plasmid pGKL2

E.coli,
aline mold,
yeast,
Drosophila,
mammala

Cellular E2oteins

eIF-4A and (putative)
related RNA heliCases
proteins
('DEAD'
family>
((69,70), and
references therein}

translation
initiation,
r ibosome assemb'ly,
transcription
regulation (?)

unk nown DNA recomnbination
and repair

DNA-dependent. DNA repaizr
ATPase,
subunit of uvrABC
endonuclease-hel icase

RAD3 DNA helicase DNA repair and
(73) repl icat ion

PUTATIVE HELICASE SUPERFAMILY 3 (18,241

Viral R2oteins

unknown RNA synthesis

8429
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P4
PunEkMn 2rotwenn

unknown unknown

E .Cvoli recg
(71)

uvrB
(72)

E..ccli
M. luteus

Yeast

Picorna -

virides
2(
(74.75)
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Cosovirus p58
(76)

Nepovirus p72

unknown RNA synthesis

unknown

T antigen,
El (26,27)

NS1
(77,78)

ALI
(79,80)

alpha
protein (81)

DNA -dependent
ATPase, DNA
and RNA
hel icase

unlknown

unknown

DNA primase

Initiation and
elongation of DNA
replication,
transcription and
translation (?)
regulation

DNA replication,
transcription
regulation

DNA replication

Initiation of
DNA replication

Cellular protein

E.coli La ATP-dependent Abnormal
(82) DNA-stimulated polypeptide

protease degradation

SUPERFANILY 4 (30-32)

Viral pRoteins

Siphoviridee
( A\ )

EA59
(83)

DNA -dependent
ATPase, ATP-
dependent endonuclease

Myoviridoe
(T4)

75

E.coli,
M. luteus

E . col i

E . col i

Salmonel la
typhirur i ur

gp46
(84)

013 (85)

uvrA

(86,87)

recN (88)

recF (89)

rutS (90)

exonucl ease
subunit

unknown

DNA replication

DNA replication

Cellular proteins

ATPase, GTPase, DNA repair
subunit of uvrABC
endonuclease-hel icase

unknown

unknown

ATParse

DNA recombination
and repair

DNA recombination
and repair

DNA repair
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Streptococcus HexA (90) unknown DNA repair
pneumoniae

Yeast RAD50 (90a) unknown DNA repair and
recomb ination

Eubacteria, Pactive ATPases or ATP- Active transport
slime mold, transport binding of various
plants, proteins' proteins compounds, cell
insects, C(31), and division,
mammals references therein] nodulation

PRIMASE-ASSOCIATED HELICASE FAMILY (33,33a,34)

Viral E2K2eins

Siphoviridee Spl2 DNA-dependent. Initiation of
(P22) (91) ATPase DNA replication

Podoviridee Sp4 helicase, Initiation and
(T7) (92) DNA primase elongation of DNA

replication

Myoviridae Sp4l helicase Initiation of
(T4) (93) DNA replication

Plas!id protein

Cryptic dnaB-like unknown DNA replication
plasmid of protein

Chlamydia (33)

Cllulr E2rotein

E.coli dnaB helicase Initiation of
(94) DNA replication

R-cA-RELATED HELICASE GROUP (35, and unpublished observations)

Vixral prc2t23n

Myoviridae tjvsX strand-exchanging DNA replication,
(T4) (36) helicase recombination and

repsir

Cellular 2otetins
Eubacteria RecA strand-exchanging DNA recombination

(37) helicase and repair

THYMIDINE KINASE FAMILY 1 (38-40)

Viral R2teins

Myoviridee TK thymidine DNA precursor
(T4) (95) kinase synthesis
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Poxviridae TK t hymidine DNA precursor
(96) kinase syrnthesis

Cellular proteins

Masmmals, TK thymidine DNA precuror
birds (96) kinase synthesis

THYNIDINE KINASE FAMILY 2 (41)

Viral 2rotein8

Herpes- TK thymidine and DNA precursor
viridae (96) thymidilete synthesis

kinase

(Poxviridae ts17 (97) unknown DNA replication)
protein

Celu1u 2prc:tesins

Yeast CDC$ thysidilate DNA precursor
(98) kinase synthesis

PHAGE MORPHOGENETIC PROTEIN GROUP (44)

Inoviridae spI unknown Virion
(M13,f1,Pf3) (99) morphogenesia

Cystovi ridae
(9;6)

Reoviridae
(human reo-

viruss)

z29, PZA

UNCLASSIFIED VIRAL PROTEINS
P4 (100) ATPase RNA synthesis

A 2
(101)

SPl6
(46)

mPNA:guanylyl RNA synthesis
transferase (mRNA maturation)

DNA- and
prohead-
dependent
ATPase

Vir ion
morphogenesi s

DNA -dependent
ATPase

hel ic*se
component

polynucleotide
kinase

unknown

DNA replicative
transposition

DNA replication

DNA replication

unknown

Podoviridoe
(T7)

gpl 9

(105)
unknown Virion

morphogenes is

8432
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Adenoviridee IVa2 unknown Virion
(106) morphogenes is

Notes:
(i) references indicated after the group names pertain to the
respective group characterization by sequence comparison, and
those at the protein designations to biochemical properties of
respective proteins and their function(s);
(ii) only preliminary data have been reported on ATPase activity
of potyvirus and o6 phage proteins
(iii) in the thymidine kinease family 2, VV ts17 protein is shown

in brackets to emphasize that its inclusion in this family is

preliminary.

Frtujt,2Mu 2ggurence of the NTP-binding p2ttern in viLg
proteina and viral NTP-binding proteins lacking the pattern

Viral proteins in which the presence of the NTP-binding
pattern appeared to be due to chance included adenovirus DNA-
binding protein, Epstein-Barr virus DNA polymerase, alfalfa
mosaic virus RNA polymerase, influenza virus hemagglutinin,
Sendai virus hemagglutinin-neuraminidase, and some other. In most
of these cases the pattern was not conserved in closely related
protein sequences. Notably, these proteins either most likely
lack NTP-binding capacity (e.g. negative strand RNA virus

hemagglutinins), or are thought to possess NTP-binding centers of
a different type (e.g. DNA and RNA polymerases). Several viral
proteins with reported NTPeae activity lack the NTP-binding
pattern conforming to the formulae accepted here. These included
F protein of human immunodeficiency virus, gpA (terminase) of
phage, gpi7 and dNMP kinase of T4 phage, and conceivably this
list will be expanded. For the first three proteins, potential
NTP-binding sites have been suggested (45,46), but our analysis
failed to confirm the relationship between these sequences and
the NTP-binding pattern. At best, these proteins encompass remote
deviants of this pattern. Deviant forms of the NTP-binding
pattern appeared to be conserved in certain viral proteins for
which NTP-binding capacity has not yet been reported, e.g.
homologous proteins encoded by spliced transcripts of
herpeaviruses t(47) and unpublished observations). Thus, in
future further loosening of the pattern can be anticipated. This
will require application of novel database search strategies, e.g
screening for several partially overlapping sequence motifs
conserved in distinct protein families, like those described
above.

EX21lMti2GtX a^pl2cations
The degree of sequence similarity within each of the groups

delineated above suggested evolutionary relatedness between the
respective proteins. Clearly, this applied to t.he NTP-binding
pattern which, in each case, was among the best conserved
sequences. A tempting further speculation might be that this
pattern, apparently the only one common to all groups, arose in
evolution only once, perhaps in the common ancestor of all extant
forms of life.

The distribution of viral NTPp proteins among groups arising
from sequence comparison generally did not follow the
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classification of viruses by genome type, not to speak of
families and smaller groups. Interestingly, NTPp proteins of
positive strand RNA viruses are interspersed among the three
large superfamilies of (putative) helicases. On the other hand,
monophyletic origin seems a plausible possibility for these
proteins as they are related not only by sequence similarity but
also by similar localization in viral multidomain proteins
(6,17). By contrast, NTPp proteins of eukaryotic small DNA
viruses all belong to the same superfamily. These observations
may suggest a very ancient origin for positive strand RNA viruses
which could subsequently give rise to several groups of small DNA
viruses and dsRNA viruses (cf.24,48). Large dsDNA viruses are
represented in each group of NTPp proteins, suggesting, perhaps
not unexpectedly, a complex evolutionary network. Generally,
evolutionary interpretation of the grouping of NTPp proteins
based on sequence similarity await.s further careful consideration
in the context of comparison of complete genomes.

CONCLUSIONS
(i) Using the suggested criteria, about 100 virus proteins were
identified in which the presence of the NTP-binding pattern could
be considered significant. These proteins are encoded by genomes
of viruses of 32 groups. Of 41 virus groups for which complete
sequences have been reported, NTPp proteins were detected in 26,
making the NTP-binding pattern one of the best (if not the very
best) conserved sequences in viral proteins. Of the 6 main virus
classes defined by genome type, two (negative strand RNA viruses
and retroid viruses) appear to lack NTPp proteins. All dsDNA
viruses for which complete sequences are available, and most

groups of positive strand RNA viruses and of ssDNA viruses have
such proteins. For positive strand RNA viruses, and apparently
for daRNA viruses, a strong correlation was observed between
genome size and occurence of NTPp proteins.
(ii) Based on sequence comparisons, viral NTPp prot.eins could be
classified into distinct families some of which could be brought
together into superfamilies. The latter included both viral and
cellular NTPp proteins. In all these groups the NTP-binding
pattern was among the best conserved sequences.
(iii) What is known of functions of viral and related cellular
NTPp proteins, either directly supports, or at least does not
contradict the proposal about their NTPase activity. The NTP-
consuming functions of these proteins include: a) duplex
unwinding during DNA and RNA replication, transcription,
recombination, and repair, and perhaps also mRNA translation; b)
DNA packaging, and c) dTTP generation.
(iv) Although there is no one-to-one relationship between the
NTP-binding pattern and ATP- or GTP-binding capacity, the present
analysis showed that this pattern is the best available predictor
of such capacity. Expansion of the set of NTPp proteins led to
partial deterioration of this pattern formula. Thus, we suggest
that, to extract the sequences of putative NTP-binding proteins
from databases both comprehensively and selectively, the latter
should be screened sequentially with patterns conserved in
different groups of NTPp proteins.
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